BLACK TEA – China

The Chinese first created black teas in the 19th century because their green teas
were too delicate to survive the long voyage to the lucrative and demanding British
and European trading markets. Today, Chinese Black teas are unmatched for their
complexity and the artisanship employed in crafting their gorgeous leaf
appearances.
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GOLDEN MONKEY SUPREME

Named for its golden leaf buds, this nectar-like
premium black tea has a unique honey-woody
flavor that gradually fills your mouth as you sip.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 12

Pot: 5.25
4oz: 22 8oz: 42

1lb: 80

GOLDEN NEEDLE

This Yunnan black tea is distinctive in appearance
as it is in taste. Long golden leaves measuring over
an inch in length. The leaves brew into a deep, rich,
sweet and very smooth cup of tea with lots of
chocolate & date notes. Grown at high elevation in
Fengqing region.
Cup: 3.25
Pot: 5.25
Bulk 2oz: 10 4oz: 18 8oz: 34 1lb: 64

KEEMUN SUPREME (Keemun Hao Ya)

The highest grade Keemun, this Hao Ya grade
offers a delicate, dark and sweet array of flavors.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 10

Pot: 5.25
4oz: 18 8oz: 34

1lb: 64

LAPSANG SOUCHONG

This Wuyi-region black tea is well known for its
combination of rich, smoky wood-firing and bold
black sweetness.
Cup: 2.75
Bulk 2oz: 6

Pot: 4.75
4oz: 10 8oz: 18

1lb: 32

YUNNAN GOLD FANCY

Large and lovely, gold leaves covered in soft down.
This top-grade Chinese black tea offers a flawlessly
smooth finish, a sweet aftertaste that continues
long after swallowing, and a mellow mouth feel.
Cup: 3.25
Bulk 2oz: 9

Pot: 5.25
4oz: 17 8oz: 33

1lb: 62

YUNNAN GOLD organic

This organic tea from sunny Yunnan province is one
of our boldest Chinese teas. The sweet, smooth
finish that characterizes China’s finest black tea
accompanies a brisk, up-front boldness.
Cup: 3.25 Pot: 5.25
Bulk 2oz: 9 4oz: 17 8oz: 33

1lb: 62

